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QUESTION 1

What is the serialization method with the highest degree of parallelism called? 

A. Wait_for_start. 

B. Isolation level 3. 

C. No_wait. 

D. None. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An article is used to 

A. Subscribe to a publication. 

B. Link publications to a Replication Definition. 

C. Link Replication Definitions to a publication. 

D. Link function strings to a Replication Definition. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What happens if a table in a non-Warm Standby environment is marked for replication and no Replication Definition
exists? (Choose 2) 

A. Replication Server writes an error to errorlog and the DSI is suspended. 

B. The rep agent will shut down. 

C. Transaction remains in inbound queue. 

D. The data is sent to Replication Server and then discarded. 

E. The data is sent to Replication Server and then replicated. 

F. Replication Server writes an error to the errorlog each time a transaction is received from that table. 

Correct Answer: DF 

 

QUESTION 4



When creating a subscription to a database Replication Definition with the "create subscription" command, which
materialization method must be used? 

A. No materialization 

B. Incremental atomic materialization 

C. Materialization by loading a database dump, with the "use dump marker" option 

D. Materialization by loading a database dump, without the "use dump marker" option 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which system table keeps track of transactions that commit at the primary and replicate databases in the order they
have been committed? 

A. Rs_locater 

B. Rs_threads 

C. Rs_lastcommit 

D. Rs_queues 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A column forms part of a WHERE clause in a create/define subscription. Where should the column be listed in the
associated Replication Definition? 

A. Primary key clause 

B. Searchable columns clause 

C. Replicate minimal columns clause 

D. Replicate_if_changed clause 

E. Always_replicate clause 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

When you drop a function string, which condition is TRUE? 

A. The Data Server connection gets suspended. 



B. The table or procedure defined in the function string will be unmarked for replication. 

C. The Replication Definition associated to the function string need to be dropped and recreated. 

D. The Replication Server automatically inherits the default function string from the Parent Class. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Function string classes are associated with? Function string classes are associated with 

A. The primary database connection. 

B. Each Replication Definition. 

C. Each subscription. 

D. The replicate database connection. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What are the two ways to replicate stored procedures? (Choose 2) 

A. Breaking down the stored procedure to multiple transactions at the replicate 

B. An applied function replicating from a primary to a replicate database 

C. A request function replicating from a replicate to a primary database 

D. Marking the table with sp_setreplicate will replicate all procedures on the table 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is TRUE about stored procedure replication? 

A. Applied functions replicate from the replicate dataserver to the primary dataserver. 

B. A request function replicates from the primary dataserver to the replicate dataserver. 

C. Applied functions replicate from the primary dataserver to the replicate dataserver. 

D. Round trip functions start at the primary dataserver, then move to the replicate dataserver then back to the primary. 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 11

Which of the following is TRUE regarding the operation of an automatic Warm Standby system? (Choose 2) 

A. An active database can have one or more standby databases and any database can contain both active and standby
data. 

B. All DML and DDL changes to the active system are replicated to the standby system. 

C. The minimally logged command \\'truncate table\\' is a DML command that is replicated in a Warm Standby system. 

D. The \\'SELECT INTO\\' command is replicated because all tables in the active system are marked for replication to
the standby. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

After all articles have been created for a publication, what must be done before you can subscribe to the publication? 

A. Validate publication 

B. Validate subscription 

C. Suspend and resume the primary database connection 

D. Suspend and resume the replicate database connection 

E. Suspend and resume the route 

Correct Answer: A 
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